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This article is Part 3 of a 4-part series of articles.  This article continues assuming you have read and are 

aware of the information in Part 1 and 2, but I will give a quick summary in case you are not reading 

these close together in time. 

Part 1 addresses what efficient and effective time management is, and begins breaking you into the 

process of implementing easy steps to manage your time better.  It needs to be stressed again, these are 

not meant to be tackled all at once.  If you do that, you are pretty much guaranteeing your failure.  They 

are meant to be practiced in stages taking active steps toward the goal of better time management.  It is 

said it takes 21 days to make a habit, so chose one or a couple that you can implement consistently long 

term, and when they are perfectly integrated into your process, pick another one or couple more to 

work on.  Part 1 focused on making sure you are ready to be productive on a mental, physical, and 

emotional level.   

Part 2 is began making sure you are productive as possible considering all factors at hand.  It gave you 

some tips to avoid quite possibly the number one factor affecting productivity and time management – 

procrastination.   

Part 3 continues where Part 2 left off and talks about other time sinks and tips to improve the 

productiveness of the time you are able to use.  It discusses habits and organization as well as the time 

sucking black hole of social media.  You may work on Part 3 intertwined with any other parts, but you 

may find it harder to successfully produce the results you are seeking if you aren’t complete with Part 1 

and Part 2.  Time Management is a very personal thing, and it is nearly impossible for someone on the 

outside to tell you how to do it – exactly – but put these practices into your normal routine, and you will 

see results. 

Taking a crucial step forward, you can better use your time by making these adjustments: 

 Instill Keystone Habits 

o Eliminate Bad Habits 

 Turn off social media app alerts 

 Get Organized 

o Declutter and organize 

 Get an early start 

Charles Duhig coined the phrase “keystone habit” in his own book The Power of Habit.  Keystone habits 

are core habits that not only solicit other good habits, but also help eliminate the bad habits and 

practices as well.  By focusing on these “gateway” habits you will quickly get better at managing your 

time, and make further habit development much easier.  These habits are not specific to everyone, but 

very personal.  For example, an author might use a keystone habit of writing 2,000 words every day.  

Someone on a diet or working toward physical fitness might keep a food diary.  In the world of my 



artwork, I produce at least 3 images every day.  In my Virtual Assisting world I work on 5 articles every 

day.  You need to find what keystones are going to work for your situation. 

It is said that doing something 21 times will make it a habit, but a more recent study out of the 

University of London suggests it takes 66 days of daily repetition to make a habit truly automatic. 

It isn’t hard or easy to form a habit.  It takes daily repetition, and a concerted effort to change your 

practices until it becomes automatic.  You need to first identify the habit you want to form or change, 

and then find a process by which to do it.  Then, as Nike says, just do it.  Tomorrow, rinse and repeat.  

Again.  Again.  Again. 

While you are at it, eliminate these bad habits to improve your life while you work on your keystone 

habits. 

 Using your phone, tablet, or computer in bed 

 Impulsively surfing the internet 

 Checking your phone while having a conversation 

 Using multiple notifications 

 Thinking about toxic people 

 Multitasking during meetings 

 Gossiping 

 Waiting to act until you know you will succeed 

 Comparing yourself to other people 

Turn Off Social Media Alerts 

 As of October of 2014 the average business person sent and received around 109 emails a day 

and this rate was growing rather rapidly each year by almost 8 emails per year (7%) according to 

the technology research firm The Radicati Group.  That makes as of 2018 an estimated 143 

emails per day.   

o This doesn’t even include the (as of 2014) increase in instant messages by 11%, and 

texting being used by a whopping 67% of business people and responding to 90% of 

these within 3 minutes. 

There is no need to be so rapid to respond.  You are losing focus because every time you pull away from 

a task to check your messages or respond to a text or email it takes roughly 20 minutes to get back into 

task again with your focus at full value, if it ever gets there. 

Most business people have multiple inboxes as well, some upwards of 20+ to keep up with. 

Everyone knows how these interruptions are counterproductive and highly intrusive, but fear cripples 

people when it comes to making changes or manage the influx.  You can put the time into your calendar 

as “busy time”, you can set no interruption windows where your browser and / or app prevents you 

from looking at certain pages during certain times of the day, there are all kinds of methods to stop the 

constant barrage of disruptions.  Some to try are: 

 Check emails at set times 

o 2-4 times per day seems the most productive 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/ejsp.674


o Keep email software and all noisemakers turned off and actually shut down unless you 

are using them 

 When sending an email that doesn’t need any response, make it clear in the subject or body so 

you don’t receive a barrage of “ok”, “got it”, etc. messages that are a waste of time 

 If you have the authority in the company create a handbook laying out proper rules to curb 

email abuse in the workplace 

 Shut down personal calls during working hours.  Let them leave a message and check your 

messages at lunch and / or on break times. 

 Turn off browsers completely where possible or at least social media pages. 

 Meditate – it really improves your focus and attention skills 

 

Get Organized 

Getting organized comes into play in two ways.  First you need your workspace organized.  Second you 

need your goals and tasks organized. 

 Having an organized workspace will keep you from wasting time looking for the missing page of 

your report, the file buried somewhere on your computer, the flash drive that’s lost under the 

pile of papers, the time sheet that was due last Friday, etc.  Much time is lost by many people 

just trying to find things that should have never been lost to begin with.   

o However, organization of your desk is a somewhat personal thing.  Because of the wide 

range of skills I use in my two businesses, my workspace can look chaotic for some 

people.  I have my computer, with my second monitor, and several inspiration items on 

my desk at all times. When I am working on my artwork, I have a rolling cabinet next to 

my desk with my art tools and supplies, and a drawing board or my second monitor (a 

22” Wacom Cintiq HD Touch) pulled over towards the table edge with me doing work on 

it.  When I am doing my Virtual Assistant business work, you will find my phone propped 

up in a stand, several drives on my desk under my Cintiq, and my Everlast Rocketbook 

right next to me with my colored pens for note taking etc. 

Someone might look at this and think it is a shambles of a mess, but in reality I know exactly where 

everything is.  I can reach it without even getting up from my desk 90% of the time.  The biggest issue is 

switching between mental processes (if I am working on an art task and I get a phone call from a client, I 

sometimes have to take a moment to shift gears and desk focus.) 

Scientists have done tests (yes, we paid them money to find out this stuff) that “multiple stimuli present 

in the visual field at the same time compete for neural representation by mutually suppressing their 

evoked activity throughout the visual cortex providing a neural correlate for the limited processing 

capacity of the visual system.”  What this boils down to for you and me is the more stuff in front of you 

when you are trying to focus the more your focus is divided and the less you are actually focusing.  

Cleaning up your office (and your life) will remove the constant nagging whining mosquito sound 

buzzing in your brain to look at everything.  However, you can be in too sterile and “clean” an 

environment which for some people is even more distracting, so make sure you find your happy place, 

and make it comfortable while still productive.  What I do is no toys to interact with, but I have 

sentimental things out.  That way I am not enticed to play with games or fidget spinners, or anything like 

https://amzn.to/2LDI124
https://unclutterer.com/2011/03/29/scientists-find-physical-clutter-negatively-affects-your-ability-to-focus-process-information/


that, thus keeping my fingers busy, but I don’t have blank walls/surfaces screaming at me that they are 

naked. 

Side note: The Everlast Rocketbook is the most amazing tool I have used this year.  I love it, and 

am writing a review of it for the blog.  However, just a spoiler note – if you use a lot of paper for 

notes, lists, etc. you NEED this book!  I will link my review once it is up and available. 

Get an early start 

“If it is your job to eat a frog, best to do it first thing in the morning.  If it is your job to 

eat two frogs, best to eat the biggest one first.”   

     -Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) 

What this means is make sure that you are tackling your biggest tasks before the rest of the tasks and 

get the most important tasks done early before other things get in the way.  This way you don’t have a 

pending pressure causing project or task looming over you and you can move through your day more 

fluid and relaxed (which helps with productivity more than you might realize.)  This is made easier by 

having gone through the process of eliminating procrastination from your practices as much as possible.  

Remember – “procrastination comes out of the fear of doing things you don’t want to do, but the fear is 

more often than not much worse than any of the possible negative results of doing something and 

making a mistake or getting it wrong.” 

If you like what you read here and would like to see more, you can find a full list of our articles and 
reports to date on our website.  You can also signup for the mailing list, subscribe to our blog, (both via 
our website), subscribe to our YouTube channel (still up and coming at the time of this article being 
written, but available to subscribe to while we prepare to produce fantastic content for you), or even 
become a customer.   
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